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Exact solution for the geminate ABCD reaction
Alexander V. Popova) and Noam Agmonb)

Department of Physical Chemistry and the Fritz Haber Research Center, The Hebrew University,
Jerusalem 91904, Israel

~Received 13 May 2002; accepted 25 June 2002!

We obtain exact analytic solution for the Green functions and survival probabilities of the reversible,
geminate diffusion-influenced reaction A1B↔C1D in Laplace space, and in the time domain for
various spatial dimensionalities. The asymptotic behavior~in one and three dimensions! goes as
t21/2, like in the irreversible case, but approach to this limit may occur from either above or below.
The implications of these results are demonstrated and discussed. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1501127#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been intensive activity regarding
many-particle effect on the transfer reactions,1–12

A1B�
k2

k1

C1D,

A1B�
k2

k1

C1B.

A, B, C, and D may be different chemical species, and the
fore we call this class of reactions the ‘‘ABCD reaction.’’
may depict energy or atom transfer in solution, enzyma
turnover or collision-induced isomerization. In contrast
these extensive theoretical efforts, there appears to be a
of ~a! accurate simulations, and~b! an exact solution for
geminate partners. The present work derives the exact g
nate solution~which is identical for both reactions!, in prepa-
ration for future simulations.

The situation for the reversible transfer reactions c
trasts with that for the reversible binding reaction, A1B↔C,
for which there has been a continued effort of solving
geminate problem.13–19 ~Random numbers from these sol
tions were then used to propagate the many-particle Bro
ian simulations.20–23! Possible reasons could involve~a! the
availability of experimental data for the geminate bindi
reaction, and~b! that the geminate solution for an initiall
bound pair~the state C! is a limit of the many-particle prob
lem. In the many-particle treatments of the transfer reactio
the initial distribution is uniform in both directions~whether
starting from A1B or C1D!, and the geminate problem~for
which one imposes a delta-function initial condition! is not a
special limit of this general problem.

We begin by obtaining simple relations for the Gre
function in Laplace space as a function of that for no react
~Sec. II!. From these we obtain both the Green function a
the reaction probability in the time domain for different sp
tial dimensions ~Secs. III–V!. We derive the long-time
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asymptotic behavior of the survival probability and demo
strate our solutions numerically. We also obtain the solut
for a uniform initial distribution. The Discussion provide
various physical interpretations for the mathematical res
~Sec. VI!. The Appendix compares our results with the so
tion of the chemical kinetic equations.

II. GENERAL RESULTS IN LAPLACE SPACE

Consider the two different states for the geminate tra
fer reaction:~1! when dealing with particles A and B, and~2!
when these become C and D~or C and B!, respectively. The
distance between A and B~C and D! is r 1 (r 2), and it ex-
tends from the~‘‘contact’’ ! distance of closest approach,a1

(a2), to infinity. The relative diffusion constants in the tw
states may differ,D1 and D2 , respectively. The spatial di
mension isd, and gd54p, 2p and 2 for d53, 2 and 1,
respectively. Thus, the diffusion operators in these two sta
are

Li[Dir i
12d ]

]r i

r i
d21 ]

]r i

~2.1!

and they describe the relative motion of the A/B~or C/D!
pairs.

Let us denote the probability densities of finding A and
at a distancer 1 by p1(r 1 ,t) and, similarly,p2(r 2 ,t) for the
C/D pair. These functions must obey the equations,

]p1~r 1 ,t !

]t
5L1p1~r 1 ,t !2k1

d~r 12a1!

gdr 1
d21

p1~r 1 ,t !

1k2

d~r 12a1!

gdr 1
d21

p2~a2 ,t !, ~2.2a!

]p2~r 2 ,t !

]t
5L2p2~r 2 ,t !2k2

d~r 22a2!

gdr 2
d21

p2~r 2 ,t !

1k1

d~r 22a2!

gdr 2
d21

p1~a1 ,t !, ~2.2b!

wherek1 and k2 are the rate constants of depletion of t
states 1 and 2, respectively. The delta-functions allow
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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5771J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Exact solution for the geminate ABCD reaction
transfer reaction to occur only at the contact distance.
pi ’s obey a reflective boundary condition at contact, so t
*ai

` dri
dLi pi(r i ,t)50. The well-known case of an irreversib

geminate reaction24,25 corresponds to Eq.~2.2a! with k250.
Without loss of generality, we consider an initial sta

with AB separated to distancex1 ,

p1~r 1,0!5
d~r 12x1!

gdr 1
d21

, p2~r 2,0!50. ~2.3!

The probability densities~‘‘Green functions’’! obeying these
initial conditions are denoted byp1(r 1 ,tux1) and
p2(r 2 ,tux1). Of course, if the initial state is that of a C/D
pair, the indices 1 and 2 should simply be interchanged in
of our equations.

The above set of two coupled diffusion equations may
easily solved numerically, for example by the SSD
software.26 A numerical result may not reveal trends in th
behavior of the solution as would the analytic results deriv
below. However, it could be used as a test of our anal
solutions. As customary in diffusion problems, these shal
obtained using Laplace transforms,f̃ (s)5*0

`exp(2st)f(t)dt.
In the Laplace domain, Eqs.~2.2! can be presented as

~s2L1! p̃1~r 1 ,sux1!5@2k1p̃1~a1 ,sux1!1k2p̃2~a2 ,sux1!#

3
d~r 12a1!

gdr 1
d21

1
d~r 12x1!

gdr 1
d21

, ~2.4a!

~s2L2! p̃2~r 2 ,sux1!5@2k2p̃2~a2 ,sux1!1k1p̃1~a1 ,sux1!#

3
d~r 22a2!

gdr 2
d21

. ~2.4b!

We continue by introducing the nonreactive Green fu
tions Gi(r ,sux), satisfying the equation

~s2Li !Gi~r i ,sux!5
d~r i2x!

gdr i
d21

~2.5!

with the reflective boundary condition at conta
]Gi(r ,sux)/]r ur 5ai

50. Introducing these functions into Eq
~2.4!, one finds that

p̃1~r 1 ,sux1!5G1~r 1 ,sux1!1@2k1p̃1~a1 ,sux1!

1k2p̃2~a2 ,sux1!#G1~r 1 ,sua1!, ~2.6a!

p̃2~r 2 ,sux1!5@2k2p̃2~a2 ,sux1!1k1p̃1~a1 ,sux1!#

3G2~r 2 ,sua2!. ~2.6b!

Settingr 15a1 in Eq. ~2.6a! andr 25a2 in Eq. ~2.6b! we get

@11k1g1~s!# p̃1~a1 ,sux1!5k2g1~s! p̃2~a2 ,sux1!

1G1~a1 ,sux1!, ~2.7a!

@11k2g2~s!# p̃2~a2 ,sux1!5k1g2~s! p̃1~a1 ,sux1!, ~2.7b!

wheregi(s)5Gi(ai ,suai) for i 51,2.
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Finding p̃1(a1 ,sux1) and p̃2(a2 ,sux1) from this system
and substituting into Eqs.~2.6a! and ~2.6b! allows us to ex-
press the desired probability densities,p̃i(r i ,sux1), through
the reflective Green functions~2.5!, as

p̃1~r 1 ,sux1!5G1~r 1 ,sux1!2
k1

11k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!

3G1~r 1 ,sua1!G1~a1 ,sux1!, ~2.8a!

p̃2~r 2 ,sux1!5
k1G2~r 2 ,sua2!G1~a1 ,sux1!.

11k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!
~2.8b!

In the irreversible case,k250, Eq. ~2.8a! represents a well-
known result, see Eq.~2.14! in Ref. 27. The solution for the
A1B↔C reaction, with an association rate constantk1 and a
dissociation rate constantk2 , is obtained from Eqs.~2.8! by
replacingg2(s) and G2(r 2 ,sua2) by 1/s, see Eq.~2.19! in
Ref. 16.r 2 then designates the bound state andp2(r 2 ,sux1)
designates the binding probability. Indeed, in the absenc
reaction an initially prepared state C lives forever, so that
Laplace inverse ofG2(r 2 ,sua2) must be unity.

The overall probabilities for states 1 and 2 are defined
thed-dimensional spatial integrals of the corresponding d
sities

Pi~ tux1!5E
ai

`

pi~r i ,tux1!ddr i . ~2.9!

Since *ai

` Gi(r i ,suai)d
dr i51/s, integration of Eqs.~2.8!

gives

P̃1~sux1!5
1

s F12
k1G1~a1 ,sux1!

11k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!
G , ~2.10a!

P̃2~sux1!5
1

s

k1G1~a1 ,sux1!

11k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!
. ~2.10b!

Evidently, P̃11 P̃251/s. In particular, ifx15a1 one obtains

P̃2~sua1!5
1

s

k1g1~s!

11k1g1~s!1k2g2~s!
. ~2.11!

Explicit results can now be obtained by inserting the kno
expressions for the reflective Green function,24 and inverting
the ensuing equations. This generalizes a similar prog
which has been carried out in the irreversible case for
radiation boundary condition,27 and for the reversible
A1B↔C reaction.16

III. THREE DIMENSIONS

A. Laplace space

The reflective Green function in three dimensions is w
known.24 Its Laplace transform is
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Gi~r ,sux!5
ai

2/~rx !

2kDi
Ast i

Fexp~2As/Di ur 2xu!

1
Ast i21

Ast i11
exp~2As/Di~r 1x22ai !!G ,

~3.1!

Gi~ai ,sur !5Gi~r ,suai !5
ai

r

exp~2As/Di~r 2ai !!

kDi
~11Ast i !

,

gi~s![Gi~ai ,suai !5@kDi
~11Ast i !#

21.

Here t i[ai
2/Di and kDi

[4pDiai designate the diffusion
control time scale and rate constant. The ‘‘equivalent dif
sivity case’’ is the special case thatt15t2[t.

Inserting Eq. ~3.1! into Eqs. ~2.8!, and factoring the
polynomial in the denominator gives

p̃1~r 1 ,sux1!5G1~r 1 ,sux1!2
k1a1

2

kD1

2 r 1x1

11Ast2

11Ast1

3
exp~2As/D1~r 11x122a1!!

At1t2~As1s1!~As1s2!
, ~3.2a!

p̃2~r 2 ,sux1!5
k1a1a2

kD1
kD2

r 2x1

3
exp~2As/D1~x12a1!2As/D2~r 22a2!!

At1t2~As1s1!~As1s2!
,

~3.2b!

where2s6 are roots of the quadratic polynomial appeari
in the denominator,

s65 1
2 @m11m26A~m12m2!21l#, ~3.3a!

m i5~11ki /kDi
!/At i , ~3.3b!

l5
4k1k2

kD1
kD2

At1t2

. ~3.3c!

Theses6 are real and positive, and they obey the identit

s1s25
11k1 /kD1

1k2 /kD2

At1t2

. ~3.4!

In the equivalent diffusivity case they simplify considerab

Ats1511k1 /kD1
1k2 /kD2

, ~3.5!

whereasAts251.

B. Green functions in the time domain

Equations~3.2! can now be inverted, so that in the tim
domain,
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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p1~r 1 ,tux1!5p1
0~r 1 ,tux1!2

k1a1
2

At1t2kD1

2 r 1x1

3F s1

s12s2

12s1At2

12s1At1

W~x11r1 ,s1At !

2
s2

s12s2

12s2At2

12s2At1

W~x11r1 ,s2At !

2S 12At2

t1
D W~x11r1 ,At/t1!

~12s1At1!~12s2At1!
G ,

~3.6a!

p2~r 2 ,tux1!

5
k1a2a1

At1t2kD1
kD2

r 2x1~s12s2!

3@s1W~x11r2 ,s1At !2s2W~x11r2 ,s2At !#,

~3.6b!

where we have defined

W~x,y!5exp~y212xy!erfc~x1y!, ~3.7a!

x i5~xi2ai !/A4Dit, ~3.7b!

r i5~r i2ai !/A4Dit. ~3.7c!

erfc(z)512erf(z) is the complementary error function, an
p1

0(r 1 ,tux1) is the well-known24 Green function for free dif-
fusion with a reflective boundary condition atr150,

p1
0~r 1 ,tux1!5

1

4pr 1x1a1
FA t1

4pt
~e2~r12x1!2

1e2~r11x1!2
!

2WS r11x1 ,A t

t1
D G , ~3.8!

FIG. 1. The probability density~Green function! for the ABCD reaction in
three dimensions at the different indicated times. Calculated from Eqs.~3.6!
for a15a255 Å, x1510 Å, k1 /(4pa1

2)5k2 /(4pa2
2)5100 Å/ns, andD1

5D251•1025 cm2/s.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5773J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 12, 22 September 2002 Exact solution for the geminate ABCD reaction
that can be obtained by inverting Eq.~3.1!.
Figure 1 demonstrates Eqs.~3.6! in the equal diffusivity

case for a15a2 and x152a1 . The initial delta function
broadens~full curves! and is partially absorbed at the boun
ary. The product density probability,p2(r 2 ,tux1) emerges
from the boundary and spreads to infinity~dashed curves!.

C. Reaction and survival probabilities

To obtain the survival or reaction probabilities,P1(tux1)
and P2(tux1), one can integrate the above Green functio
over r i . Alternately, we obtain the reaction probability fro
the Laplace space result, Eq.~2.10b!, which becomes

P̃2~sux1!5
k1a1

skD1
x1

~11Ast2!exp@2As/D1~x12a1!#

At1t2~As1s1!~As1s2!
.

~3.9!

Inverting, we find that

P2~ tux1!

P2~`ux1!
5erfc x11

s2~12s1At2!

s12s2

W~x1 ,s1At !

2
s1~12s2At2!

s12s2

W~x1 ,s2At !, ~3.10a!

where the ultimate reaction probability is

P2~`ux1!5
a1

x1

k1 /kD1

11k1 /kD1
1k2 /kD2

. ~3.10b!

Evidently, the survival probability is given byP1(tux1)
512P2(tux1).

When the initial density is placed at the contact distan
x15a1 , Eq. ~3.10a! reduces to

P2~ tua1!

P2~`ua1!
511

s2~12s1At2!

s12s2

es1
2 t erfc~s1At !

2
s1~12s2At2!

s12s2

es2
2 t erfc~s2At !. ~3.11!

In the equivalent diffusivity case, our result reduces to

P2~ tux1!5P2~`ux1!

3@erfc x12W~x1 ,~11k1 /kD1
1k2 /kD2

!At/t!#.

~3.12!

In the irreversible case,k250, the survival probability
P1(tux1)512P2(tux1) becomes a very well known resul
e.g., Eq.~23! in Ref. 25.

D. Asymptotics

The long-time asymptotic behavior for the reaction pro
ability can be calculated from the Laplace transforms,
directly from the time-domain results presented above. Fr
Eq. ~3.10a! one finds

P2~ tux1!

P2~`ux1!
;12

2x1

Ap
1

At221/s121/s2

Apt
. ~3.13!
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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The approach to the asymptotic limit is from above if

At2.1/s111/s21~x12a1!/AD1 ~3.14!

and from below in the opposite case. Transition occurs
equality in Eq.~3.14!, which can be presented in the form

S 11
k1

kD1

1
k2

kD2

D x1

a1

5
k2

kD2

At2

t1

1
k1

kD1

. ~3.15!

If the right-hand side is larger then approach to equilibriu
is from above, which implies that the reaction probability h
a maximum. This occurs fort2.t1 or, if a25a1 , when
D1.D2 . In the equivalent diffusivity case,t25t1 , the ap-
proach to the asymptotic limit is monotonic from below.

The ~normalized! reaction probability from Eq.~3.11! is
demonstrated in Fig. 2, for a pair initially at contact a
varying D1 . Since we seta15a25x1 , the condition for the
transition in Eq.~3.15! reduces to 11kD2

/k25AD1 /D2. For
the parameters chosen, the transition occurs whenD1

51.44•1025 cm2/s. For smallerD1 there is monotonic in-
crease ofP2(tua1) to its equilibrium limit, P2(`ua1). How-
ever, for largerD1 , the reaction probability goes through
maximum before approaching the ultimate equilibrium lim

When D1.1.44•1025 cm2/s, one expects to observe
transition for x1.a1 . This is demonstrated in Fig. 3. Fo
small x1 the reaction probability is seen to go through
maximum. Asx1 increases,P2(tux1) rises with a delay and
its maximum disappears forx1. x̄1 , wherex̄1 is a solution
of Eq. ~3.15!. Figure 3~b! shows the same behavior for th
deviation from equilibrium. In agreement with Eq.~3.13!,
the approach to equilibrium in all cases obeys thet21/2 law,
except at the transition itself, when the leading term in
asymptotic expansion vanishes and the next order term g
as t23/2.

FIG. 2. The normalized reaction probability for the ABCD reaction in thr
dimensions, given an A–B pair initially at contact and different A–B diff
sion coefficients. Calculated from Eqs.~3.11! for the same parameters as i
Fig. 1, except thatx155 Å and D1 ~in 1025 cm2/s) varies as indicated
This result was also checked numerically using the SSDP software~Ref.
26!.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Thus the asymptotic behavior for the A1B↔C1D reac-
tion resembles the irreversible one~which follows a t21/2

law25! rather than thet23/2 behavior of the reversible
A1B↔C reaction. This is understandable, because the p
ucts C1D which are born at contact separate by diffusio
As they separate, the probability for the reversible proc
diminishes, so that asymptotically it becomes similar to
irreversible reaction.

E. Initial uniform distribution

One can use the above results to obtain the probab
density for other initial distributions, by averaging the so
tions from Eqs.~3.6! over the initial distribution. Of consid-
erable interest is the initial uniform distribution for the A1B
reactants,p1(r 1,0)51 andp2(r 2,0)50. We denote the cor
responding solution byp1(r 1 ,tueq1), p2(r 2 ,tueq1). A
straightforward route for obtaining these densities is to in
grate the Laplace space Eqs.~2.8! over x1 , which replaces
G1(r 1 ,sux1) by 1/s. ForD15D2 anda15a2 these reduce to
Eq. ~43! in Ref. 2 in the limit of infinite lifetimes. The cas
of different diffusivities has apparently not been conside
before.

FIG. 3. The reaction probability for the ABCD reaction for different initi
separations of the A–B pair. Calculated from Eqs.~3.10! for the same pa-
rameters as in Fig. 1, except thatD152.5•1025 cm2/s andx1 varies as
indicated. The dotted curves in panel~b! are the asymptotict21/2 behavior
from Eq. ~3.13!. At the transition (x15 x̄1) a t23/2 asymptotics prevails.
Downloaded 28 Sep 2002 to 132.64.1.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Inverting the Laplace transforms as done above with
~3.9! gives, in this case

12p1~r 1 ,tueq1!

b1~r 1!
5erfc r11

s2~12At2s1!

s12s2

W~r1 ,s1At !

2
s1~12At2s2!

s12s2

W~r1 ,s2At !,

~3.16a!

p2~r 2 ,tueq1!

b2~r 2!
5erfc r21

s2~12At1s1!

s12s2

W~r2 ,s1At !

2
s1~12At1s2!

s12s2

W~r2 ,s2At !, ~3.16b!

where the ultimate probability densities are determined fr

b i~r i !5
ai

r i

k1 /kDi

11k1 /kD1
1k2 /kD2

. ~3.17!

Approach to equilibrium in this case is described by an
pression similar to Eq.~3.13!.

The solution in Eqs.~3.16! is demonstrated in Fig. 4
which showsp1 andp2 as a function ofr 1 andr 2 at different
times.

IV. ONE DIMENSION

The reflective Green function on the semiline in one
mension has a simpler form than in three dimension24

Without loss of generality, we may assume thata15a250
and thatr>0, x>0. Consequently, its Laplace transform i

FIG. 4. Probability density profiles for initially uniformly distributed A–B
pairs in three dimensions from Eqs.~3.16!. p1 evolves from top to bottom
~full curves! whereasp2 evolves from bottom up~dashed curves!, for t
50.005, 0.02, 0.08, 0.32, and 1.28 ns. The ultimate (t5`) profiles are
shown by dash-dotted curves. Parameters as in Figs. 1 and 2, excep
D154•1025 cm2/s.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Gi~r ,sux!5
1

2AsDi

@exp~2As/Di ur 2xu!

1exp~2As/Di~r 1x!!#,

Gi~0,sux!5Gi~x,su0!5
1

AsDi

exp~2As/Dix!, ~4.1!

gi~s![Gi~0,su0!5~sDi !
21/2.

Inserting into Eqs.~2.8! gives

p̃1~r 1 ,sux1!5G1~r 1 ,sux1!

2
k1 exp~2As/D1~r 11x1!!

AsD1~AsD11k11k2AD1 /D2!
, ~4.2a!

p̃2~r 2 ,sux1!5
k1exp~2As/D2r 22As/D1x1!

AsD1~AsD21k1AD2 /D11k2!
. ~4.2b!

Inverting these Laplace transforms, one finds that in the t
domain,

p1~r 1 ,tux1!5p1
0~r 1 ,tux1!2

k1

D1

W~x11r1 ,k0At !, ~4.3a!

p2~r 2 ,tux1!5
k1

AD1D2

W~x11r2 ,k0At !, ~4.3b!

where W(x,y), x i and r i are given in Eqs.~3.7! with ai

50,

k0[k1 /AD11k2 /AD2, ~4.4!

andp1
0(r 1 ,tux1) is the well-known24 Green function for dif-

fusion with a reflective boundary condition at the origin,

p1
0~r 1 ,tux1!5

1

A4pD1t
~e2~r12x1!2

1e2~r11x1!2
!, ~4.5!

that can be obtained by inverting Eq.~4.1!.
To obtain the reaction probability, one can integra

p2(r 2 ,tux1) over r 2 , or else insert Eq.~4.1! into Eq.~2.10b!,
to obtain the Laplace transform,

P̃2~sux1!5
1

s

k1 exp~2As/D1x1!

AsD11k11k2AD1 /D2

. ~4.6!

Inverting this transform gives the reaction probability,

P2~ tux1!5P2~`!@erfc x12W~x1 ,k0At !#, ~4.7a!

P2~`!5
k1 /AD1

k1 /AD11k2 /AD2

. ~4.7b!

In contrast to the three-dimensional case in Eq.~3.10b!, here
the ultimate reaction probability does not depend onx1 . The
long-time asymptotics ofP2(tux1) is

P2~ tux1!;P2~`!F12
2x1

Ap
2

1

k0Apt
G . ~4.8!

In contrast to the three-dimensional case in Eq.~3.13!, ap-
proach to the asymptotic limit here is always from below
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The solution for an initial uniform distribution of the
A1B reactants is given by

12p1~r 1 ,tueq1!5P2~`!@erfc r12W~r1 ,k0At !#, ~4.9a!

p2~r 2 ,tueq1!5AD1 /D2P2~`!@erfc r22W~r2 ,k0At !#.
~4.9b!

This result is demonstrated in Fig. 5 which shows bothp1

~top! and p2 ~bottom curves! as functions ofr 1 and r 2 , re-
spectively, at different times. In this example,k15k2 and
therefore 12P2(`)5AD1 /D2P2(`), so that both densities
approach the same final uniform density~dashed–dotted
line!. When D1.D2 , p1 approaches the asymptotic lim
faster thanp2 . At r 15r 250, both densities approach the
ultimate limit already at early stages, but at larger distan
this occurs on a much slower time scale. Asymptotically t
is due to the termr i /ApDit, cf. Eq. ~4.8!, so that at short
distances and long timespi is linear in r i .

The total population transferred to the C1D state by
time t is

P2~ tueq1!5E
0

`

dr2 p2~r 2 ,tueq1!

5AD1P2~`!@2At/p

2k0
21~12exp~k0

2t !erfc~k0At !!#. ~4.10!

Figure 6 demonstrates this result for different reactiviti
For highly reactive pairs~large k0) P2(tueq1) grows asAt
from the onset, whereas for less reactive pairs there is a d
before this long-time behavior is obtained.

FIG. 5. Probability density profiles for initially uniformly distributed A–B
pairs in one-dimension from Eq.~4.9!. p1 evolves from top to bottom
whereasp2 evolves from bottom up, fort516, 46, 98, 211, 451, 970, 1530
2460, 4440, 9510, and 17500 ns. The ultimate probability profile for b
cases is the dashed–dotted line. The diffusion constants are the same
Fig. 4, whereasa15a250 andk15k2510 ns21. This figure was prepared
within the SSDP software~Ref. 26!, which was also used to check th
results numerically.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. TWO-DIMENSIONAL ASYMPTOTICS

Diffusion in two dimensions is typically unique, show
ing different behavior than in one or three dimensions. Ye
is not without physical interest, particularly when reactio
on surfaces are considered. One famous example is the
eral proton diffusion along the surface of biological me
branes, which may be pivotal for understanding chemi
motic proton fluxes in energy transduction processes wi
the living cell.28,29 To address this question, Gutmanet al.
have studied geminate proton-base recombination for a p
toacid trapped in the interbilayer space between phospho
membranes.30,31 This two-dimensional geometry could als
be applied to the exchange~ABCD! reaction, for which re-
sults in this section would be relevant.

In two dimensions we find that the reflective Green fun
tion has the form,

Gi~r ,sux!5
K0~z i

maxAst i !

2pDiK1~Ast i !
@K0~z i

minAst i !I 1~Ast i !

1I 0~z i
minAst i !K1~Ast i !#, ~5.1!

where z i
min5min(x,r)/ai and z i

max5max(x,r)/ai . Kn(z) and
I n(z) are the modified Bessel functions of integer order. A
plying the identity

K0~z!I 1~z!1I 0~z!K1~z![1/z ~5.2!

we find that

Gi~r ,suai !5Gi~ai ,sur !5
K0~z i

maxAst i !

2pDiAst iK1~Ast i !
, ~5.3!

gi~s![Gi~ai ,suai !5
K0~Ast i !

2pDiAst iK1~Ast i !
. ~5.4!

The latter was used in previous diffusion problems.32

FIG. 6. Total number of reacted particles in one-dimensional ABCD re
tion starting from a uniform distribution of A–B pairs. Calculated fro
Eq. ~4.10! with D15D251•1025 cm2/s while k15k2 ~in 1/ns! vary as
indicated.
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Let us denote bya i[ki /kDi
where, in two dimensions

kDi
[2pDi . For simplicity, set alsof i(s)[Ast iK1(Ast i).

Then the Laplace transformed reaction probability in E
~2.11! for an initial contact state becomes

sP̃2~sua1!

5
a1K0~Ast1!

f 1~s!1a1K0~Ast1!1a2K0~Ast2! f 1~s!/ f 2~s!
.

~5.5!

Unfortunately, it is not possible to invert this transform an
lytically. However, one can find its asymptotic behavior. F
small z, K0(z)→2 ln z and zK1(z)→1.33 Substitutingf i(s)
;1 and 2K0(Ast i);2 ln(sti), one finds that for smalls,

sP̃2~sua1!;P2~`!S 11
A

ln st1
D , ~5.6!

where, in this case,

P2~`!5
a1

a11a2

, A5
21a2 ln~t1 /t2!

a11a2

. ~5.7!

To invert Eq. ~5.6!, one may use the Tauberia
theorem34,35 to prove that asymptotically, for larget, the
Laplace inverse of (s ln s)21 goes as21/ln t. Therefore, in
the time-domain we get

P2~ tua1!;P2~`!S 12
A

ln~ t/t1!
D . ~5.8!

This result is demonstrated in Fig. 7. SinceA changes sign

-

FIG. 7. The reaction probability for the ABCD reaction in two dimension
given an A–B pair initially at contact and different A–B diffusion coeffi
cients. Full curves were calculated numerically using the SSDP softw
~Ref. 26!. A rather dense spatial grid~several thousand points! is required
for accurate results. Dashed lines are the asymptotic behavior from
~5.8!, whereas horizontal dotted lines areP2(`) from Eq. ~5.7!. Parameters
used are:a15a25x155 Å, k1 /(2pa1)5k2 /(2pa2)5100 Å/ns, andD2

51•1025 cm2/s while D1 ~in 1025 cm2/s) varies as indicated.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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whena2 ln(t2 /t1)52, there is a transition also for the two
dimensional case. It is indeed seen in the figure that while
small D1 the reaction probability increases monotonical
for the largerD1 value it goes through a maximum prior t
the final approach to equilibrium. What characterizes
two-dimensional case is that this approach, being logarith
~dashed curves!, is extremely slow. Thus even after 10 orde
of magnitude in time the equilibrium limit~dotted lines!,
P2(`), has not yet been reached.

VI. DISCUSSION

The ABCD reaction discussed in this work represe
a general reversible transfer reaction in solution, su
as energy transfer~A1B*↔A*1B!,2 or atom transfer
~A1BC↔AB1C!. It is also a simplified version of a cata
lytic or enzymatic reaction,12 of the type E1S↔E1P. Here
the enzyme E is unchanged while a substrate~S! is converted
into a product ~P!. The reversible Michaelis–Mente
scheme, E1S↔ES↔E1P, reduces to it for small ligand con
centrations.

Most of our work was devoted to obtaining an exa
analytic solution for the geminate problem, when a react
A–B pair is initially at a given separationr 1 . The fundamen-
tal solution is the Green function for Eqs.~2.2!, which de-
picts the probability density profiles for the reactant a
product pairs. While these profiles are not likely to be o
served experimentally, they assume a pivotal role in an a
rithm for solving the many-particle case of diffusion
influenced reactions.20–23 Thus the availability of Green
functions for the ABCD reaction will enable us to write th
computer code necessary to perform detailed Brown
simulations, which so far have been pursued only for
A1B↔C reaction.

The kinetically relevant attributes are the survival a
reaction probabilities, given by the spatial integrals of t
fundamental solutions. We have analyzed the behavior of
reaction probability in one, two, and three dimensions
deriving analytic expressions~in one and three dimensions!
and obtaining their asymptotic expansion. This behavior
fers from the previously analyzed A1B↔C reaction. In the
latter case, the ultimate fate is always dissociation into
A1B pair, where the probability of observing the bound
state decays at long times ast2d/2, whered is the spatial
dimensionality.13–19 The geminate ABCD reaction alway
approaches an equilibrium limit, with nonvanishing pro
abilities for both reactant~A1B! and product~C1D! states.
The approach to this limit, in both one and three dimensio
obeys at21/2 law ~whereas in two dimensions it is an ‘‘ultra
slow’’ logarithmic behavior!.

This asymptotic behavior for the A1B↔C1D reaction
resembles the irreversible one. Indeed, as the product
C1D separates, the probability for the reverse reaction
minishes, so that asymptotically it becomes similar to
irreversible reaction. In the limiting case of equivalent diff
sivities the solution is identified as a ‘‘dressed irreversib
solution, cf. Eq.~3.12!. It can be obtained from the irrevers
ible one by replacingk1 /kD1

by the sumk1 /kD1
1k2 /kD2

. It
is thus not surprising that in this limit an exact solution f
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the many-particle case exists as a dressed irrevers
solution.5

An interesting behavior of the reaction probability in tw
and three dimensions is revealed by the asymptotic analy
The approach to equilibrium undergoes a ‘‘kinetic tran
tion.’’ It is monotonic for smallD1 /D2 or largex1 /a1 . How-
ever, at some critical value for these parameters it beco
nonmonotonic, going through a maximum prior to the fin
approach to the limiting equilibrium plateau. Thus, althou
the geminate problem can be easily solved numerically~e.g.,
by the SSDP application26!, the analytic analysis of the typ
performed herein could reveal such trends and transitio
behaviors.

Finally, we have also obtained analytic solutions~in one
and three dimensions! for an initially uniform distribution of
A–B distances. In the three-dimensional case this may r
resent a catalytic site~enzyme, metal nanocluster, etc.! which
converts reversibly a uniform concentration of substrate m
ecules into products. The solution in Eqs.~3.16! is relevant
for sufficiently low substrate concentration in the Michaelis
Menten scheme, when the catalytic site does not saturat

In one dimension, Eq.~4.9! can also be interpreted as
solution of a membrane permeability model. As shown
Fig. 8, the distancesr 1 and r 2 may be understood as th
normal distances from a planar membrane in the positive
negative directions. Concomitantly,D1 andD2 are the diffu-
sion constants for the molecules under consideration on
ther side of a membrane, whereask1 and k2 represent the
rate constants for crossing the membrane in either direct
Such membrane permeability problems are seminal in ce
lar biophysics~e.g., Secs. 3.6–3.8 in Ref. 36!. The present
results may prove useful in analyzing time-resolved data
membrane permeability, either through the lipid bilayer
via protein channels.
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FIG. 8. Isomorphism between the ABCD kinetics in one dimension and
membrane permeability problem for a uniform initial distribution.
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APPENDIX: A CHEMICAL-KINETIC MODEL

In this Appendix we consider the simplest chemic
kinetic model which mimics the transition into the nonmon
tonic approach to equilibrium observed in the solution of
reaction-diffusion equations~2.2!. This can be achieved by
reaction scheme in which each step is subdivided into
substates, of fully separated and ‘‘contact’’ pairs,

A1B←
kD1
8

A¯B�
k28

k18
C¯D→

kD2
8

C1D. ~A1!

The contact-pairs form and separate by diffusion, with c
responding rate-coefficientskDi

8 , whereas they interconver

with the intrinsic chemical rate-constants,ki8 . The primes
indicate that the corresponding unprimed rate constants
in the sequel are now divided by an appropriate volume f
tor ~e.g.,gdai

d/d for d>2).
Starting from the contact substate ĀB, we seek the

total probability of being in the product state,@C¯D#1@C
1D#, which is denoted, as before, byP2(tua1). It is straight-
forward to write the chemical kinetic equations and obt
the solution in Laplace space. It can be regarded as a sp
case of Eq.~2.11! with gi(s)5(s1kDi

8 )21. This is because

in the absence of reaction (k185k2850), the contact state
decay exponentially. Thus one obtains

P̃2~sua1!5
k18~s1kD2

8 !

s~s1l1!~s1l2!
, ~A2!

where the roots are now

2l65k181kD1
8 1k281kD2

8

6A~k181kD1
8 2k282kD2

8 !214k18k28. ~A3!

Inverting Eq.~A2!, we obtain

P2~ tua1!

P2~`ua1!
511

l2~12l1 /kD2
8 !

l12l2

e2l1t

2
l1~12l2 /kD2

8 !

l12l2

e2l2t. ~A4!

This resembles the analogous result for diffusive kinet
Eq. ~3.11!, with exponentials instead of error-functions.
particular, the ultimate reaction probability is identical
both cases,

P2~`ua1!5
k18kD2

8

l1l2

5
a1

11a11a2

, ~A5!

provided thatki andkDi
are scaled by the same volume fa

tor, so thata i5ki8/kDi
8 5ki /kDi

. Equations~3.11! and ~A4!

are compared in Fig. 9, under conditions that the kinetic
nonmonotonic. The solution for the kinetic scheme a
shows a transition but, from Eq.~A4!, it occurs whenl2

5kD2
8 or kD2

8 5kD1
8 . For equal volume factors, this implie

that at the transitionD15D2 , unlike the diffusive case
where the transition always occurs whenD1.D2 . As
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seen in the figure, the bi-exponential kinetics of Eq.~A4! is
also much sharper than the one predicted from the diffus
equations.
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